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Applications with tutorials

01 - Intercepts processing in grey levels of Adamello Batholith images

02 - SPO basic processing of classified images

03 - SPO processing of one classified norite of the Bushveld

04 - Intercepts processing in greyscale and classified images of Rooi Rand dykes

05 - Intercepts processing in grey levels of faults and lineaments 
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How to start with SPO2003 

1 Load an image
2 Phase selection
3 Inertia tensor
4 Save your work
5 How to define a new phase
6 Phase selection
7 Intercepts of objects
8 Center to center analysis
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1 Load an image

Click on New image 

and select your image

In this example quartz grains are blue
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2 Phase selection 

Click on tab Phases

The default color is black, the background is always white 
(default paper color) 

Click (with left button) on one grain to select the color (a 
window displays the number of pixels in the grain selected)
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The color selection appears at the bottom of the window (see 
blue ellipse). Click with the left button on < in the line A to set 
the phase A color to blue. 

Eventually change the caption

3 Inertia tensor 
Click on tab Inertia

The image orientation can be reset. 
By default X is up at 0 degree and Y is on the right at +90 
degrees. In this case X is at 90 degrees and Y at X+90.

Click on Start to run the calculation 
The bottom green light means that inertia tensor have been 
calculated on the current image. 
It turn orange when changing any part of the image (delete 
one grain, draw new boundary...). 
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Click on mean shape to display the mean SPO.

It appears in grey level density of pixels stacking all the grains 
on the top of each other with the same gravity center.

A click on color palette display it with a color code.

In this example one phase is analyzed: 
Phase A number of grain n = 58 
length of the inertia tensor ellipse a = 0.3981 cm 
width of the same ellipse b = 0.2854 cm 
and the shape ratio sr=a/b = 1.395 
the orientation a of a is (in degrees): 125.98
The rake y from X to the long axis a is 35.98
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Click on /A.
By clicking on /A you divide each grain by its area and stack the 
resulting shapes on each other. 
Therefore, all the grains have the same weight. 
a is a relative length: 1.4473 with no dimension 
b is a relative length: 1.1170 
the shape ratio sr is given by a/b: 1.296 and the orientation of 
a is: 126.68 degrees 

Click on E.
E replace each grain tensor by its ellipse inverse matrix prior its 
stacking. It therefore has an inverse size weight. 
a is a relative length: 0.2289
b is a relative length: 0.1801 
the shape ratio sr is given by a/b: 1.271 and the orientation of 
a is: 124.02 degrees 

Click on mean tensor for a display without pixel density
In this example one phase A is analyzed: 
number of grain n = 58 
length of the inertia tensor ellipse a = 0.3981 cm 
width of the same ellipse b = 0.2854 cm 
and the shape ratio sr=a/b = 1.395 
the orientation a of a is (in degrees): 125.98
the rake y from X (angle X:) to the long axis a is 35.98
Inertia tensor ellipse, ellipse of the same surface, circle of the 
same surface.

SPO
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This example show how to plot a graph with line thickness of 2 
pixels.

Cosine direction displays the rose of direction, a polar 
histogram (grey line) of the long axis directions. 
The default angular step (class interval) is 5°. A Gaussian filter 
is also available with a factor k (default is 60; orange line). 
Secondary directions can also be shown with blue lines. They 
can highlight sub-fabrics. 
The mean direction is given by the Harvey and Laxton (80) 
method. r is the intensity of preferred orientation Rf.

Cosine direction 1: unweighted or weighted by D: object mean diameter, 

a: ellipse long axis, r: shape ratio, a’: box long axis or r’: shape ratio

Class angular step of histogram : 5° in this example

Robin and Jowett (1985) Gaussian filter angle b Gaussian of histogram FH 

or calculated from the individual orientations FC

Angular value of b : 15° in this example. Increase with scroll bar.

PO
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This example show how to plot a graph with line thickness of 2 
pixels.

Rose Rf-phi (Dunnet, 1969) displays a polar diagram of the 
shape ratio - 1, so isotropic grains are 0. 

The fabric is given by a method similar to the eigenvector (grey 
ellipse and red line). 
A Gaussian filter is also available and adjustable with k (orange 
line). 
Sub-fabrics can also be shown on the graphic (blue line).

Rf (Dunnet, 1969) calculated from tensor ellipse or box shape ratio 
with
Rf-1 if checked, idem for rose
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By default, the button Start displays the grains with a color 
code proportional to the orientation. 

While moving the mouse arrow on the image, 2 lines indicate 
the orientation of a and b of the current grain. 
At the same time, its object number, shape ratio (sr) and angle 
(of a) appears next to the phase id is also shown with its color 
(phase A blue in this example). 

click with right button to copy le scale

By clicking on the grain in the image, the following window pop 
up. In the window title one can find the object number and 
diameter d in pixel. You can also read the shape ratio and the 
orientation of the object. The window contains the length a 
and b of the inertia tensor (blue), d the diameter of the circle 
scaled to the object area (green). It also displays the size a' and 
b' of the box surrounding the object which shape ratio is given 
by r'. 
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You can change the length of the long axis a
short axis b
Click on -> image to plot all optional tensor, ellipse, box and 
circle on each object.
Click on wmf to export all drawing to a windows metafile 

Inertia tensor ellipse, ellipse of the same surface, circle of the 
same surface and bounding box

Click on Tab to display the table of the results and export it 
with Copy (or cm with a conversion in cm)
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Note the number of objects and the percentage of surface area 
of the phase A. 
The + border checkbox fill the space between objects.
The av grain checkbox define a margin proportional to half the 
object mean size for cutting bias correction.
Both option unchecked would give a modal fraction of 60.4%

Click on intensity for 

Click on ellipse / A to 
analyze the deviation 
of each object to the
ellipse.

click with right button to copy the scale

Click on box / A to analyze the deviation of each object to its 
bounding box.

click with right button to copy the scale
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One can also analyze the grain's shape ratio distribution with 
the button Shape
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4 Save your work 
Write title and set the image width in cm 
(for example 3 cm / 593 pixels = 0.005059 cm/pxl) 

Save your work in a Save SPO file and loaded it again with 
Load SPO.  

5 How to define a new phase 

While the tab Image is active and while the check box Paint is 
on, press the mousse left button and drag the mouse on the 
image as shown.

release the left button and click on OK

select the color and press OK two times
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press OK to define a new phase 

and name it as shown here

The light is orange because the image change and the inertia 
tensor calculation should be run again. 
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You may also change the color of one grain. For example, select 
the color of Quartz A with a left click on the (blue button) and 
click on the grain with the right button of the mouse to paint it 
in blue as shown here

6 Phase selection 

When 2 phases are defined, you can visualize one or both by 
using the selections as shown bellow

light is green because the calculation has been updated 
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Image segmentation can also be used to divide the objects in 
sub-populations.

In this example objects are separated in 2 classes of diameters :
1. Blue from the minimum value to the mean value
2. Magenta from mean value to the maximum value

Click on Test to visualize the segmentation before its validation 
by a click on OK

The selection is possible on diameter, shape ratio or angle.
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7 Intercepts

Calculation after inertia : each grain has a specific code 
(ranging from 0 to 16000), thus there is no minimum distance 
between grains. The minimum distance is given by the size of 
the filter (it is 6/2=3 pixels in the following example). 

You may change the angular step as presented below and click 
on Start count. 

The green light means that the grains have been identified 
during the inertia calculation. A cyan light appears at the end 
of the intercepts calculation. 

The power spectrum windows of the Fourier series 
automatically pop-up at the end of the calculation. 
You may increase the harmonic number with button >. 

The inertia tensor results printed in violet in the rose of 
traverses is calculated on intercepts and should not confused 
with the main inertia tensor analysis on object surface areas.
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You may increase the harmonic number 
or number of Fourier component with 
the button >

The rose of direction is available

The sum of the Fourier components up 
to 10 gives the optimal  display

The high component 12 is quite noisy 
when using an intercepts counting filter 
of 6 pixels
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The use of a larger filter of 10 pixels 
reduce the noise

You may decrease the number of 
Fourier components with the button <

The Fourier component 12 is OK with a 
filter of 10 pixels

But the Fourier component 14 optimizes 
the rose of directions. 
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Click on Obj. num. to print the order number of each object in 
its gravity center

The last version of intercepts method of SPO2003 considers 
that each object is on an independent plane. So there is no 
more spatial resolution limit of detection between objects 
close to each other. Its is then recommended to use the best 
intercepts counting filter (see also course 2 p. 10).

Intercepts filter of 6 pixels Intercepts filter of 10 pixels
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8 Center to center analysis

Center to center and Fry diagram works only with the inertia 
tensor method

Check Bound to automatically adjust the size of the area of first 
centers and the radius of the disk of second center search. 
Check symmetry to invers the selection between first and 
second center. 

Different smoothing filter are available to facilitate the analysis 
of objects spatial distribution.

Check  + SPO ellipse x 2 to print it in magenta on the diagram.

Center-center                          filter of n pixels                     filter of n sub-pixels
n given by scale barre            n given by scale barre
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Click on covariogram for the calculation of compaction, 
scattering and homogeneity parameters.


